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Geiger to Feature First Outdoor
Collection and Display Full Product
Lineup During MillerKnoll Design Days
While Highlighting its Crosshatch Outdoor Collection, the brand
will also show new seating and office solutions alongside new and
custom offerings from DatesWeiser

ATLANTA, June 7, 2023  -- Geiger, part of the MillerKnoll collective, will return to Design Days this year with its
Crosshatch Outdoor Collection, the brand’s first outdoor furniture collection. In the showroom, guests will be
able to experience some of Geiger’s new ancillary offerings such as the Full Loop Office and Lounge Chair and a
new Low Arm version of the classic Ward Bennet Bumper Chairs. There are also four new Private Office solutions
featuring Geiger One’s Casegoods, two conference rooms featuring DatesWeiser Tables, and an impressive
entrance with a full Natural Oak Veneer Wall and Custom DatesWeiser Reception Desk.

The Crosshatch Lounge Chair and Ottoman, along with the Crosshatch Settee, have been redesigned with new
materials such as teak and Sunbrella fabrics, and are now joined by a coffee table and side table to comprise
Geiger’s first outdoor furniture offering. The Crosshatch Outdoor Collection will be featured on the fourth-floor
terrace at Fulton Market, and like its indoor predecessor, the Crosshatch Outdoor chair and settee are designed
with parachute chords, a material common to other industries, but not traditionally used in furniture. The
parachute chords create a lattice held taut to support the gracefully curved wood frame and envelop you like a
nest as you sit and will not stretch over time. The transparent aesthetic of both the outdoor lounge chair and
settee allows it to look appropriate whether in the garden at home or out on an office patio. Paired with the
coffee or side table, they form an inviting collection for gathering outdoors. Geiger Crosshatch Outdoor
Collection smoothly transitions to an array of open-air spaces, whether by the pool, a café or rooftop lounge.

The Geiger Showroom will feature the Full Loop Office and Lounge Chair. The Full Loop Office Chair, designed by
EOOS, is a versatile chair that’s ahead of the curve and strikes a poetic balance of form and function. The
design blends subtle curves, rich materials, and exceptional comfort in a way that enhances its surroundings--
from conference rooms to home offices. The Full Loop Lounge Chair adds just the right amount of recline for
relaxation; offering users a place to enjoy a few moments of respite at home or in the office. The Full Loop Chair
is available now and comes in numerous textile and leather options to create an office chair that truly expresses
the user’s aesthetic.

The Bumper Chair is an artfully simple chair designed with an emphasis on comfort, yet stylish enough to make
a statement in conference rooms, executive offices, and home offices alike. The deceptively simple design is
nearly seam-free, with the arm cap, inner shell, and outer shell shaped from one continuous piece of upholstery
material. The Bumper Chair is now available with low arms that make it easy to avoid the underside of desks or
tables.

Originally launched at NeoCon in 2019, the award-winning Geiger One Case Goods Collection is the culmination
of decades spent working alongside interior designers to create luxury, custom configurations for clients of all
sizes. By using a collection of unique yet easily configurable parts, Geiger One Casegoods offers a versatile
infrastructure that creates spaces that feel custom with ease. At this year’s Design Days, Geiger will showcase
its Geiger One Private Office Solutions which utilizes many of the same components in different applications to
create spaces that prioritize function, and are brought to life through the beautiful, unmistakable craftmanship

https://www.geigerfurniture.com/products/seating/outdoor-seating/crosshatch-outdoor-chair-and-ottoman/
https://www.geigerfurniture.com/products/seating/office-chairs/full-loop-chair/
https://www.geigerfurniture.com/products/seating/office-chairs/bumper-chair/
https://www.geigerfurniture.com/products/casegoods/private-office/geiger-one-private-office/


of the Geiger brand. With a broad spectrum of matte and low-sheen finishes, customers can customize Case
Goods and seating with a modern palette of veneers that inspire durable and beautiful office spaces.

This year at Design Days, DateWeiser will display a Custom Reception Desk made in Honed Nero Marquina
Marble with Rift Cut American White Oak. The desk is available by special order and clients can work with a
dedicated DatesWeiser team to collaborate and develop a design that works best for their space.

The JD Waterfall Table by DatesWeiser will be on display in the Geiger showroom. The Table is a powered
meeting table designed for impromptu meetings and casual collaborations that happen in open spaces. It’s
available in two heights and invites and supports conversations that begin spontaneously then turn substantive.
With exquisite wood finishing and miter-fold construction that highlights the woodgrain as it “flows” over the
table’s edges, this is a table that speaks to beauty’s ability to inspire. The JD Conference Table marries a simple
architectural design with DatesWeiser’s hallmark quality and craftsmanship. The Table is a flexibly designed
platform that seamlessly integrates power and data—creating high performance meeting rooms, board rooms,
and other collaborative spaces that meet the needs of work teams.

The Highline 25 Credenza creates distinguished meeting spaces through choice and craft. Customized to the
needs of the most discerning clients, Highline Credenzas express confidence, quality, refined ingenuity, and
integrated technology, which caters to the decision makers, the dreamers, and the doers alike. The Highline 25
Credenza features recessed metal legs and a streamlined case with multiple configurations of drawers and
cabinets epitomize the refinement and versatility of the product. Available in a wide range of finishes, credenzas
can accommodate A/V equipment, cool drawers, and trash units.

The Highline Fifty Conference Table is designed for confidence and to reflect the client’s full potential. This
conference table makes a dynamic statement, furnishing spaces with a vision that combines strength and style.
Available in rectangular and boat shapes, Highline Fifty Conference Tables provide the framework for large
meetings, video conferences, or a place to touch base and collaborate. Technology is available at the tabletop
or through an integrated drawer and can be easily adapted to meet the needs for expanding technology
demands.

To learn more about Geiger and DatesWeiser, or to connect with a dealer, please visit the Geiger
website, www.Geigerfurniture.com.

About Geiger
At Geiger, why we do things and how we do them are inexorably one. Achieving quality through craft,
celebrating materiality through elegant simplicity, improving the work environment for individuals through
design that endures. Standards of craftsmanship and customer satisfaction set more than 50 years ago by
founder John Geiger have driven the company's growth and continued to inspire people today. Founded in
Toronto and headquartered in Atlanta since 1979, Geiger is a wholly owned subsidiary of publicly held
MillerKnoll (NASDAQ: MLKN).
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